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	Node Cookbook Second Edition, 9781783280438 (1783280433), Packt Publishing, 2014

	Over 50 recipes to master the art of asynchronous serverside JavaScript using Node.js, with coverage of Express 4 and Socket.IO frameworks and the new Streams API


	About This Book

	
		Work with JSON, XML, web sockets to make the most of asynchronous programming
	
		Extensive code samples covering Express 4 and Socket.IO
	
		Learn how to process data with streams and create specialized streams
	
		Packed with practical recipes taking you from the basics to extending Node with your own modules



	Who This Book Is For


	If you have some knowledge of JavaScript and want to build fast, efficient, scalable client-server solutions, then Node Cookbook Second Edition is for you. Knowledge of Node will be an advantage but is not required. Experienced users of Node will be able to improve their skills.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Create different kinds of servers
	
		Manipulate all kinds of data
	
		Interface with various databases
	
		Use streams for efficient, powerful data shuffling
	
		Create real-time apps
	
		Create command-line apps
	
		Write and publish your own modules
	
		Work with the Express framework
	
		Get to grips with the module ecosystem
	
		Explore with external remote APIs
	
		Learn various security, encryption, and authentication techniques



	In Detail


	Node Cookbook Second Edition shows you how to transfer your JavaScript skills to server-side programming. It will talk you through the various server-side scenarios, often saving you time and effort by demonstrating best practices and showing you how to avoid security faux pas.


	Beginning with making your own web server, the recipes are designed to allow smooth progression through Node in order to help you design full web applications, command-line applications, and Node modules.


	There's also extensive coverage on using popular frameworks such as Express 4 and Socket.IO, writing your own Node modules and different ways to take your apps live.
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Financial Accounting (8th Edition)Pearson Education, 2009

	Financial Accounting helps students “nail” the accounting cycle up front in order to increase success and retention later on. The concepts and mechanics students learn in the critical ‘accounting cycle’ chapters are used consistently and repetitively—and with clear-cut details and...


		

Pro .NET 4 Parallel Programming in C# (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2010

	Parallel programming has been revolutionised in .NET 4 providing, for the first time, a standardised and simplified method for creating robust, scalable and reliable multi-threaded applications. The Parallel Programming features of .NET 4 allow the programmer to create applications that harness the power of multi-core and multi-processor...


		

The Seven Secrets of How to Think Like a Rocket ScientistCopernicus, 2006

	This book translates "thinking like a rocket scientist" into every day thinking so it can be used by anyone. It’s short and snappy and written by a rocket scientist. The book illustrates the methods (the 7 secrets) with anecdotes, quotations and biographical sketches of famous scientists, personal stories and insights, and...





	

Adobe Acrobat 7 in the OfficeAdobe Press, 2005
Offering a raft of Microsoft Office collaboration features (plus the ability to review and comment on Acrobat Procreated documents using just Reader), Acrobat is no longer just for pre-press and creative professionals. Acrobat can simplify workflows in all kinds of business settings. All you need is this handy guide to delineate those uses and show...

		

Software Defined Networking with OpenFlowPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get hands-on with the platforms and development tools used to build OpenFlow network applications


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with the essentials of OpenFlow and its ecosystem features
	
		Thorough overview of OpenSource switches, controllers, and tools
	
		Build your own laboratory and...



		

Windows Vista Security: Securing Vista Against Malicious AttacksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
It's not the computer. The hacker's first target is YOU! 

A dirty little secret that vendors don't want you to know is that good computer security doesn't cost a thing. Any solution you can buy is guaranteed to fail. Malicious hackers use this fact to their advantage. Real security is gained by understanding the enemy's tactics and...
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